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[Abstract:] Not good policy to prepare 1 cent blanks in the Mint. 1188 
 
Mint of the United States at Philadelphia, 
Melting and Refining Department, 
Philadelphia, 
December 6, 1883 
 
Sir, 
 
 In reference to the preparation of alloys and blanks for cent-coinage in this Mint, I wholly 
concur with you in the opinion that it would be injudicious and needless, for the reasons: 
 
 1. Because our experience of many years has shown that, with our increasing population, 
increasing production of the precious metals, and consequent increase of coin, the Mint is often 
overtasked in the manufacture of gold and silver Coin, making it inadvisable, if not 
impracticable, to prepare the alloys for baser coinage in the Mint, with its extremely limited 
space. 
 
 2. Where the metals for minor Coinage, such as tin, copper, zinc, &c. have only a 
moderate Commercial value, it is morally and commercially safe to have the alloy and blanks 
made outside of the Mint, and then to give them their legal value by merely stamping them in the 
Mint. As you are aware, this is now a prevailing practice in foreign Mints, and has been our own 
custom nearly all the time of our existence since 1792. 
 
 3. Where Tin and Zinc are employed, as in the Alloy of our Bronze Cent, the objections 
to making this alloy in the Mint are overwhelming, because both of these metals are inveterate 
enemies of Gold and Silver, subjecting them in the fire to certain and serious loss, and materially 
injuring their coining qualities. It would be impossible to make the bronze alloy in the Mint with 
its very limited capacity in space, and avoid the accidental intrusion of these injurious metals into 
our gold and silver alloys. These conclusions are the result of former practice in the Mint for a 
time. 
 
 Very respectfully, 
 Jas. C. Booth 
 M & R 
 
Hon. A. Loudon Snowden, 
Superintendent.  
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